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Supermassive black hole!



2dFGRS Survey

The large scale structure of the universe



53Les amas de galaxies

Abell 1689Abell 1689 (2.2 billion light years)



Light emits at optical “colors”… 

…but also in infrared, radio, …and X-ray!

Hubble



Light emits at optical “colors”… 

…but also in infrared, radio, …and X-ray!

XMM-Newton
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Abell 1689 (2 899 130 981 light years)
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Abell 1689 (2 899 130 981 light years)
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The intracluster medium

• hot (~10 to 100 millions ºC!) 

• tenuous (~1 particle per dm3) 

• heavily ionised (lots of free electrons)

Hot gas!
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The intracluster medium contains diverse  
chemical elements…



H (~75%)

He (~25%)

Li (traces)

Primordial 
nucleosynthesis

Big Bang



Supernovae are the only way to produce metals  
(i.e. elements  heavier than H and He…)

“We are made of starstuff.” - Carl Sagan
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The elemental bricks of life are also found  
at the largest scales of our Universe!

…but how and when did exploding stars eject their products 
outside of their galaxies?



The Centaurus cluster



The Centaurus cluster
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Most metals in the Universe were produced (by supernovae) 
and ejected outside galaxies (by supermassive black holes)  

>10 billion years ago!

…before clusters started to form and grow…
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Why is the chemical composition of the intracluster medium 
so similar to that of our own Sun?



The link between supernovae, supermassive black holes,  
and the large-scale Universe



Metals!

We are made of starstuff…

…which is spread everywhere in the Universe!


